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14 Jun 2017

Guys our building is on fire and we
are now stuck in a room

I don't know what will happen next

Char

What? 0

Adrian

Have you called the fire brigade?

So just want to let you know I love
you my friends

Where are you?

Yes

We are now in a flat

I see helicopters
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Adrian

If you can't leave the room, keep the

door closed. 01:47

But we now on 22f1oors

We are now in the flat with our

neighbors

Don't know what's going on right
now

"7
-

Stay safe Lydia

Adrian

If smoke comes through the gap
under the door, seal it with a wet
towel if possible

Go to the window and signal that
you are in the room. Use the
flashlight of your phones.

If it is not safe to leave the room,

stay there. You should be safe
there. 01:50
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ney salt] tney-re setting me me

Yes we did

So now just try to stay calm

Char

What floor is the fire on?

• Adrian

Everything will be fine. Buildings are
designed to resist. It will not

• collapse and the fire will not spread.
0 R

Char

Same floor as now or as your flat?

Adrian

Again, if you cannot leave your flat,
stay away from the door and leave it

01:56
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Same floor as now or as your flat?

Do you have phone battery? 0

Adrian

Again, if you cannot leave your flat,

stay away from the door and leave it

closed.
The fire won't come through. The

fire brigade knows what to do and

are aware of the situation.

They will get you out of there.

Keep us updated as soon as you are

safe please.

Char

Lydia you there? What's going on
now?

I can only see the smoke outside

We have fresh air

And the people screaming and
crvina downstairs
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n tbe apartment you are in? 4

Keep talking to them

LC'

Adrian

Thank go
............... .............

Char
A L Z.

•

jc,

.. .
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ar

I am having a meltdown right nw

Adrian

Love you love you 0 3
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Thank god 03:37

Are you okay?

I stepped on lots of people when I

ran

I am so sorry 

Do you guys have money?

Yes

Do you have somewhere to go
03:38

Adrian

Can we do anything?

I have my wallet and passport with
me

Yeah what do you need us to do
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I am now on the ambulance

What hospital are they taking you

to? St. Marys???

Having oxygen right now

Are you physically okay

Apart from the smoke inhalation

Adrian

Let them treat you and stay in the

hospital

What about your sis and her

boyfriend?

They are fine
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